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Global*Access, LLC List of Helpful items for any disaster
Item

Where to
purchase

How to use

When to use

Solar lights,

Dollar tree, many
locations

No power

Flash light

Solar Camping shower

Anywhere, battery
operated lanterns are
also helpful
Walmart under $10

Place outside during
the day, use indoors
when dark
For light

No water, no power

Cooler

anywhere

If sunny, fill with water
and place outside. Can
also use heated water
if you have power but
no water
Will need ice, keep
items cool

Anywhere, pharmacies,
Family dollar -under
$10
Hand crank radio is
another option, info
below
Anywhere, gallons are
less expensive than
bottles of water

With batteries
Or hand crank

To find out emergency
information, when loss
of power or water

Drinking, hygiene,
cooking

Water carrier

Anywhere, water
carriers in bulk should
be less than $5 each

Manual can opener

Dollar tree- $1

Either store with water
for drinking cooking or
hygiene needs or keep
on hand for water
buffalos
Some people may not
know how to use

Loss of water-1gal per
person per day(needs
rotated every 6 mosbecomes potable)
Loss of water

Wipes-both types are
helpful

Anywhere- cleaning
wipes -such as Lysol”
and “baby wipes” or

Small battery operated
radio

Drinkable Water

For hygiene and
cleaning

No power

No power How Long Will
Food Last in the Fridge if the
power is out?
But, the refrigerator will
only keep food safely cold
for about four hours if
unopened during a power
outage, according to the
USDA. A full freezer will
hold the temperature for
about 48 hours if full (24
hours of half full), the
USDA says.Aug 29, 2011

Loss of powerinstruction on how to
use are attached
Loss of water or power
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Sleeping bag

specialty human safe
for hygiene
Anywhere

Solar charger

Under $ 30- info below
on an example

Non perishable food
for 3 days minimum

Anywhere, kits are
available for
convenience
Most medications can
be filled on the 28th day
allowing for some to be
designated for
emergencies

Medication- 3 days to 2
weeks

warmth

Use the sun to charge ,
has ports for charging
phone
Additional info below

As prescribed

Loss of heat/power,
sleeping bags retain
heat better than just a
blanket
Loss of power for
essential phone needs
during an emergency
Loss of power

Unable to get to the
pharmacy

Additional information below

Hobest Solar Charger 10000mAh,Water-Resistant Outdoor Solar Power Bank with LED
Flashlight,Dual USB Portable Charger Solar for Smartphones,GoPro Camera,GPS and
Emergency Travel (Orange)
by HOBEST

Price: $21.99 Free Shipping for Prime Members
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[2018 Upgraded] Esky Portable Emergency Weather Radio Hand Crank Self Powered
AM/FM/NOAA Solar Radios with 3 LED Flashlight 1000mAh Power Bank Phone Charger
(Red)
by Esky
Price: $19.90 Free Shipping for Prime Members
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5 Gallon Collapsible Poly Water Carrier

Price- 5.00
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Coghlan's 9965 Camp Shower
Average rating:4.367647058823529out of5stars, based on68reviews68 reviews
Walmart # 943863 $ 9.30





Notes on the camp Shower
Solar/Camp shower will need to be “hung up” and typically the shower head is not strong
enough to hold it. Some shower curtains are strong enough. Where to “hang” it should be
identified prior to use to prevent any possible damages. “Command hooks” have one that can
hold this weight.
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How to use a manual can opener








Take the manual opener and spread the two handles apart.

Place the wheel on the lip of the can and squeeze the two handles together, which will
bite into the can lid by the lip.
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Turn the butterfly lever on the opener in a clockwise direction. If you feel a miss in the
can lid, turn the lever counterclockwise to redo. Then continue moving forward by
turning clockwise.

Continue turning the opener until you come to the end where you first started the cut.
Remove the opener and use a fork or a butter knife to raise the lid and remove it.

